
TECHNO BUZZ 

Date of the Event: 31-08-2013 

Venue: Electrical and Electronics Engineering Department, K.L.University 

Duration of the Event: 3 hrs 

Prime Entrants: Sophomores (2
nd

 years) and Juniors (3
rd

 years) 

Subject: To encourage and excavate the Technical & Communication skills among students. 

Composition of the event:  KLU IEEE Student Branch has carried out with focused activities in respective 

departments with Workshops, Technical Lectures by IEEE members, and Industrial visits. The Student branch 

perpetually tries to simulate technological innovations in the field of engineering and to provide a platform to 

various students and professional society members. 

The event Techno Buzz is a collation of intensifying ideas  that sprout out from the Juniors of IEEE Student 

Members. The event was organised with a main motto of towelling out the technical as well as Communication 

skills of students. 147 students belonging to II/IV and III/IV B.Tech of Electrical Engineering Dep artment have 

participated in the event. The event was completely organised by student members under the esteemed 

guidance of Head of the Department and WIE Chapter Branch counsellor.  

The event encompassed 3 rounds. Initially, all  the participants were spl it into 2 groups. The first group were 

assigned with JAM(Just a minute) and a game that relates major concepts of Electrical Engineering. The other  

group had a Quiz. Later, the rounds were bartered. Thus the communi cation skills and the technical profundity 

were tested. The teams that excelled in all  the rounds were appreciated with certificates. 

Denouement: The cardinal adage of the event was successfully accomplished by the organisers and was 

able to spill  the beans in bagging up large participants. The time bounding and effective resourcing are the 

prime areas that require improvements. On the end note, the event was well organized in professional 

scenario and included the recipe of fun fi lled learning.   
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